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About This Game

Star Nomad is an arcade top-down retro-scifi 2D sandbox spacesim. It was created as an arcade tribute to classic
spacesims of old such as Elite, Wing Commander Privateer, Escape Velocity and Freelancer. If you are a fan of these

games, then you're in for a nostalgic ride!

[FEATURES]
* A simplified arcade take on the often complex sandbox space-sim genre.

* Freedom of play-styles.
* Be a Cargo runner.

* Be a Mercenary unleashing firepower for wealth!
* Be a Miner seeking rare ores.

* Be a Merchant trading in goods!
* Be a Smuggler dealing in lucrative drugs & evade the law!

* Be a Pirate attacking merchant ships, become infamous & fight for anarchy!
* Join huge multi-faction Fleet Battles!

* Dynamic faction standing system, where your actions will determine friends or foes.
* Multiple ship classes to fly, including drone carriers & the mighty Yamato Battleship!

* All ships are up-gradable with modules.

In Star Nomad, you roam free in the Wildlands Sector immersed in a sci-fi noir setting rich in depth and humor. While a
sandbox at heart, it's also heavily story driven with a personal plot inspired by WW2 & classic sci-fi/cyberpunk such as
Blade Runner, Johnny Mnemonic & Gundam that puts you right in the pilot seat to determine the outcome of an escalating
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corporate war!

Star Nomad has a semi-permadeath system whereby you will lose your ship, but insurance will payout most of the ship value in
credits. Death does sting, so take care, please read the brief manual (accessed via this store page, on the right) before starting

your piloting career!
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Title: Star Nomad
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Huy Phan
Publisher:
Huy Phan
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Duo Core or greater

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000 or greater with updated DX10 drivers

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard or better

Additional Notes: Supports mouse/keyboard or touchscreen

English
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For $2.99 I would say its ok for for $14.99 I would say no way. This game is pretty mudane. Moving snow from the same spot
almost everytime and marshling aircraft from the same spot almost everytime. Only buy this game when it's on sale as it is not
worth the full price they are asking.. During the golden age of PC games this one was an instant classic. Imagine Wing
Commander or Elite with updated graphics and fresh story. You got yourself Tachyon: The fringe.. One very fine puzzle game
with simple controls, visuals and audio...but all these simple elements meld into good game.. Funny game.
You can earn achievements.
And you can get trading cards.. bleep bloop. Great graphics and sound and some nice humor, wasted on the randomness of
Breakout. If you like that sort of game you're set, if you're irritated by the concept of missing collectables because a ball won't
bounce the way you need it to, pass.
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First of all: why does it say it was inspired by Robert Heinlein's The Moon is a Harsh Mistress? Apart from one insider joke,
there is absolutely no connection with this story.
It's a short experience. Really short. Feels like a demo of a game that hasn't much content. That means it has almost no content.
The plus points are that it looks OK and it runs smoothly without technical glitches.
I can't say much more positive. The story is very thin. There is nothing I haven't seen in other games before.. The Westport
Independent is a good game, but it's too short. I plan to do another playthrough but there's only really two or three major ways to
play the game, so this is not good value for money and therefore a Don't Buy.. This tool, even though it simplifies and
streamlines the process of making a platformer, is extremely barebones and really needs some work for me to recommend it...
Bear with me a little here:

I bought this game motivated by the trailers and it didn't live up to my expectations at all, it needs a lot more polish, specially in
the mechanics you are allowed to introduce to the game.
My main problem is that in the trailers it showed you can import Mario, Sonic and even Wonderboy assets, even though you
can't melee hit enemies with a sword, or even jump on top of their heads to kill them (you must use an ingame potion to be able
to do this...), so you're restricted to using a selection of simple projectiles as your basic means of attack.

It has other problems, most notably the sound (simple 8-bit SFX and chiptunes is all you get, and it gets old quick) and HUD,
which is disorganized and not very visually pleasing to be honest.

If a tool that advertises itself as a "make your own game based on your favorite retro-games" only offers gameplay elements
from Megaman and calls it a day, i just simply can't recommend it, not even as your first attempt at a platformer maker.. i don't
know if I'm too stupid for it but even with help from an online walkthrough i didn't get out of the shell where you're trapped in
at first. Just.... one... more .... tile..... "NO MORE DRAWS" - BAKA!!!!! - ♥♥♥♥♥.. redo

This is a version of Mahjong we western people believe is the real Mahjong even though it has nothing to do with the real deal.

The execution is well done I think and it provides a pseudo ~stripmahjong into it I like to call Clothesswitcherinomode.
The clothes are well designed i gues?

For the current 90% off it's a nobraindeal
For fullprice... meh... you can do this i gues

Playtime: probably arround 4-12 hours - depending on how skilled/lucky you are on the last lady.. she can be quite the bummer

Overall probably 9 - 9.5/10 as it's realy a good Solitair Mahjonggame

Pro:
- Awesome Music
- Cute characters - I mean with pretty girls in the name this was necessary
- Tradingcards
- Achievements
- Good for short brakes
- Characters get mad at you when you mess up
- characters are nice to you when you're on a roll

Con:
- Maybe the 15€ pricetagg is a bit high? 10€ it's fine i gues... on sale its 100% recomanded
- For many ppl the overly big breast of blondie might be a con? It's classic in anime nowadays to have at least one for the quota
so it's not of a bother for me (even old animes like dragonball had them.. no big deal)

I would say appropiate/recommended for 15 and above / USK 16 ? as 12 might be a bit oversexualized but not overly sexualized
as Honiepops is (without the Honeypop H scene addon, with its 18). All in ~probably 14/15+ recommended.
List of the Sexualized things: every 3rd stagepart they moan a bit (on repeat the always the same), big breasts on 2 - one overly
huge, Catgirlbikinisuit, Lots of bikinis in general ~not rly sexualised anymore in those days.. It costs next to nothing, but it's also
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very short. Personally, I really like this.

First of all, the art is so amazingly good that I for the time it was in my wishlist, I thought it was just pictures of actors. The
attention to detail is immaculate. The way people stand. The way they pose themselves. It feels so natural. Some small visual
effects add life to the image and the lighting and other such stuff is just nice to look at. Top notch quality.

Secondly, the soundtrack is just awesome. I'd love to buy the soundtrack. It just fit the game so well and it complements
everything amazingly.

Third, the story. Other than a couple of lines, it's well written. You see a slice of someone's life. Enough of a slice that it gives
you the context you need and it was also interesting enough that I wanted to know more about all the characters. They all seemed
like real people.

But the elephant in the room will be the length. It still costs money. It costs 1€ or so. Sure, it's not a lot of money, but 12
minutes is not a lot of time either. This story would've served well if it was double in length. Show what happened during the
night after the event of the main story. There's potential there and it would've served the game nicely. Had this been 20-30
minutes, I'd be way more lenient with recommending it. But right now this is definitely a bit too short.

Overall, this was an awesome experience and I don't regret spending the 84 cents. But if you're younger or you haven't got any
real money to buy games, this won't be a satisfying gaming experience.
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